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REVERSE FLOW ENGINE CORE HAVING A 
DUCTED FAN WITH INTEGRATED 
SECONDARY FLOW BLADES 
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NASA Contract Number FA8650-05-2-3503 and is subject to 
the provi sions of Section 305 of the National Aeronautics and 
Space Act of 1958 (72 Stat.435: 42 U.S.C.2457.). 
REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS 
This application is copending with application Ser. No. 
12/536,338 filed substantially concurrently herewith entitled 
COANNULAR DUCTED FAN. 
BACKGROUND INFORMATION 
1. Field 
Embodiments of the disclosure relate generally to the field 
of ducted fan engines and more particularly to embodiments 
for integral central blading in the fan for secondary air ducting 
for cooling of components in a reverse flow turbine engine. 
2. Background 
Ducted fan engines provide high bypass ratios for an effi-
cient propulsion system for air vehicles. By nature, the fan 
element provides thrust using air displaced through the 
nacelle or duct surrounding the fan. In most cases, the motive 
element for the fan, a reciprocating engine or turbojet core is 
axially aligned with the fan and the fan airflow is directed 
around the engine or core. Configurations with tractor or 
pusher style fan/engine integrations may be employed. 
Use of a tractor style engine and fan arrangement may be 
particularly beneficial where integration of the engine and fan 
in a blended wing body configuration is desired. A turboprop 
engine provides shaft connection in a tractor arrangement 
which provides an attractive integrated configuration. How-
ever, turboprop engines typically employ a reverse flow 
arrangement. Use of such reverse flow turbine engines in a 
ducted fan may result in complex flow arrangements or 
reduced efficiencies due to the airflow requirements of the 
engine. 
It is therefore desirable to provide a ducted fan having 
multiple airflow paths to accommodate reverse flow turbine 
engines or other secondary air requirements in a ducted fan 
configuration. 
SUMMARY 
Exemplary embodiments provide a ducted fan having an 
engine core driving a fan blisk. The fan blisk incorporates a 
set of thrust fan blades extending from an outer hub and a set 
of integral secondary flow blades extending intermediate an 
inner hub and the outer hub. A nacelle provides a first flow 
duct forthethrust fanblades and a secondary flow duct carries 
flow from the integral secondary flow blades for cooling of 
components of the engine core. 
In one exemplary configuration, an embodiment incorpo-
rates reverse flow turbine ducted fan with a reverse flow 
turbine engine core including a power shaft driven through a 
gear case and having a fan attachment shaft. A fan blisk is 
attached to the fan attachment shaft and spaced from the gear 
case by a pressure plate engaging a flange. The fan blisk 
incorporates a set of thrust fan blades extending from an outer 
hub, a set of integral secondary flow blades extending inter- 
mediate an inner hub and the outer hub. The flange spans the 
inner hub with the gear case and flange forming a cooling air 
plenum. A nacelle provides a first flow duct for primary air 
flow from the thrust fan blades and a plurality of intercon- 
5 nected base gores for stator blades extending to the nacelle 
provide a structure to support a gear case shroud aligned with 
the outer hub and carrying secondary air flow from the inte-
gral secondary flow blades. An air diffuser extends from the 
gear case shroud and a tail cone having inlets positioned to 
10 receive exit flow from the diffuser provides inlet combustion 
air for the reverse flow turbine engine core. A concentric 
spinner engages the inner and outer hub for secondary air 
flow. 
A method for fabrication and operation of the exemplary 
15 embodiments includes machining thrust blades intermediate 
an outer hub and a nacelle inner radius in a fan blisk and 
machining secondary flow blades intermediate an inner hub 
and the outer hub. The fan blisk i s then mounted on a fan shaft 
and a nacelle is provided for flow from the thrust blades. A 
20 secondary flow path is provided for flow from the secondary 
flow blades. In one aspect of the method, machining the 
attachment flange in the inner hub is accomplished for relief 
volumes and weight reduction apertures. 
For specific embodiments, the method provide for 
25 improved operation of a reverse flow turbine engine by pro-
viding a fan blisk with primary air flow and secondary air 
flow. Primary flow from the blisk is routed through a nacelle 
for thrust while secondary flow from the blisk is routed 
through a plenum. Airflow from the plenum may then be 
30 employed for cooling components of the reverse flow turbine 
engine. The fan blisk with primary air flow and secondary air 
flow is formed with thrust flow blades on the blisk between an 
outer hub and the nacelle secondary flow blades on the blisk 
between an inner and outer hub. 
35 	 Mounting a concentric spinner with inner cap and outer 
toroidal cap to the inner and outer hubs respectively provides 
for entering flow into the secondary flow blades. Additionally, 
mounting the fan blisk on a fan shaft spaced from an engine 
core by a pressure plate forms a plenum. Secondary flow is 
40 then directed around a gear case for cooling. Additionally, 
secondary airflow is received into the plenum to be drawn into 
the gear case by a cooling fan. 
Where the cooled component is a gear case, cooled sup-
porting the plenum as a gear case shroud is accomplished with 
45 stators extending from the nacelle. 
A diffuser is also provided for segregating thrust and sec-
ondary flow exiting the gear case shroud. A tail cone is pro-
vided having inlets positioned to receive exit flow from the 
diffuser to provide inlet combustion air for the reverse flow 
50 turbine engine. 
The features, functions, and advantages that have been 
discussed can be achieved independently in various embodi-
ments of the present invention or may be combined in yet 
other embodiments further details of which can be seen with 
55 reference to the following description and drawings 
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 
FIG. 1 is an isometric partial section view of an embodi-
60 ment of a fan blisk integration with a reverse flow turbine 
engine; 
FIG. 2 is a side section view of the embodiment of FIG. 1 
with the fan blisk and stator blades eliminated for clarity; 
FIG. 3 is a front view of the fan blisk of the embodiment of 
65 FIG. 1 with integral cooling blades; 
FIG. 4 is a side section view of the fan blisk of FIG. 3 along 
line 4-4; 
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FIG. 5 is an isometric view of the reverse flow turbine 	 48 to receive fan shaft 32. Optional weight reduction aper- 
engine showing the gear case and tail cone details; 	 tures 50 are provided in the attachment flange. Integral sec- 
FIG. 6 is a top view of the reverse flow turbine engine of 	 ondary flow blades 52 extend between inner hub 44 and outer 
FIG. 5; 	 hub 42, providing structural continuity for supporting the 
FIG. 6A is a top view of the reverse flow turbine engine 5 outer hub and providing a secondary air flow, which for the 
with a section view of the fan blisk as shown in FIG. 4 added 	 embodiment shown is employed as cooling airflow for gear 
for clarity of the assembly; 	 case 24. Outer hub 42 has the same exiting inner diameter 54 
FIG. 7 is a front pictorial view of the nacelle, stator blades, 	 and outer diameter 56 as the inlet of gear case shroud 24. 
gear case shroud and gear case cooling fan with the fan blisk 
	 Airflow generated by the integral secondary flow blades flows 
eliminated for clarity; and, 	 io from the fan blisk through the gear case shroud and gear case 
FIG. 8 is a flow chart of a method of implementing the 	 itself, as will be described in greater detail subsequently, and 
embodiment disclosed herein. 	 exits through the flow diffuser 25. Use of a prime number of 
fan blades is employed to minimize harmonic resonance in 
DETAILED DESCRIPTION 	 the fan blisk 12. The fan blisk described for the exemplary 
15 embodiment of the drawings uses the prime number thirteen 
The embodiments described herein disclose a ducted fan 	 fan blades. Alternate (non prime) blade counts as well as fan 
with integral central blading to provide alternate non-propul- 	 diameters ranging from 9.0 inches to 14.0 inches may also be 
sive air flow for use associated with a reverse flow turbine 	 employed to meet the intended thrust requirements or alter- 
engine. An exemplary engine for the embodiment disclosed 	 native embodiments. 
herein is a 7etCat SPT5 turboprop produced by 7etCat USA, 20 As shown in FIGS. 5 and 6, the reverse flow turbine engine 
4250, Aerotech Center Way Bldg. G Paso Robles, Calif. 	 core 10 employs a compressor and turbine section 60 with an 
93446. FIG. 1 shows an embodiment employing a reverse 	 annular inlet 62 at the rear of the core for combustion air. 
flow turbine engine core 10 driving a fan blisk 12. Stators 14 
	
Expander 64 carries the exhaust gases to the exhaust plenum 
extending from base gores 15 provide aerodynamic flow con- 	 28 for outlet through exhaust ports 26. Exhaust elbows 66 
trol as well as structural continuity with a nacelle 16. 	 25 direct the exhaust gas flow rearward for thrust recovery. 
As best seen in FIG. 2, an integral fan shroud 18 is carried 
	
Power shaft 30 extends to planetary reduction gearing in gear 
by the nacelle 16 providing an inner radius 17 of the nacelle 	 case 68 to provide power to the fan shaft 32 to drive the fan 
closely matched to the fan thrust blade tip radius for maxi- 	 blisk as previously described. A support flange 70 with 
mized performance. The fan shroud may also provide burst 	 attachment lugs 72 provides forward structural attachment 
protection in the event of blade separation. The nacelle which 30 for the engine core, which in the embodiment shown are 
provides ducting of the primary thrust air flow from the fan 	 attached to the gear case duct. A pressure plate 74 is provided 
thrust blades is supported by a pylon 20 which also supports 	 for mounting of the fan blisk which spaces the fan blisk 
the engine core with a clamp bracket 23. A tail cone 22 with 	 mounting flange 46 from the gear case. A cooling fan 76 is 
inlets for the engine core is supported from the engine core as 	 integrated in the gear case and receives a portion of the sec- 
will be described in greater detail subsequently. Secondary 35 ondary air for internal cooling flow as will be described 
flow from the secondary flow blades in the fan blisk is sepa- 	 subsequently. 
rated from the primary flow by ducting and is available for 	 FIG. 7 shows gear case shroud 34 supported by stator base 
usage associated with the engine or alternative secondary air 	 gores 15 with multiple stator blades 14 extending to the 
flow requirements. Alternative exemplary uses of the second- 	 nacelle 16. As with the prime numbered blade count 
ary flow may be as bleed air for pressurization or pneumatic 40 employed in the fan blisk described previously, the embodi- 
actuation systems, or lift control such as boundary layer inj ec- 	 ment disclosed employs a prime number of stator blades also 
tion. 	 to minimize harmonic resonances. For the embodiment 
In the embodiment shown, stator base gores 15 integrally 	 shown, eleven stator blades 14 are employed. Cooling airflow 
form or are attached to a gear case shroud 24, as will be further 	 from the integral secondary flow blades in the fan blisk is 
described with respect to FIG. 7, as the secondary air flow 45 directed through the gear case shroud cooling the outer wall 
duct. Shaping of the stator base gores provides appropriate 	 of the gear case. Additionally, airflow is drawn into the vol- 
aerodynamics for the thrust flow. A flow diffuser 25 extends 	 ume aft of the blisk attachment pressure plate 74 which forms 
from the gear case shroud for the purpose of internal aerody- 	 a plenum 75 for flow entrainment by fan 76 into the gear case. 
namic efficiency. Exhaust ports 26 from an exhaust plenum 	 The pressure plate is spaced forward from fan 76 in the gear 
28 for the reverse flow engine core with flow elbows removed 50 case front face and in combination with volume cutouts 51 in 
in FIG. 2 allow visibility of the power shaft 30 from the engine 	 the blisk flange provides volume for the plenum 75. Flow 
core extending through the exhaust plenum. A fan shaft 32 
	
from the integral secondary flow blades provides pressuriza- 
extends from the drive gears in the gear case to engage the fan 	 tion of the plenum assisting flow entrainment by cooling fan 
blisk. 	 76. As with the blisk, alternate stator blade counts and diam- 
As an exemplary usage of the disclosed embodiment, the 55 eters may also be employedto meet the thrust requirements of 
configuration of FIG. 2 is particularly adapted to be employed 	 alternative embodiments. 
in, but not limited to, a blended wing body application such as 	 As best seen in FIG. 2, cooling flow from the gear case 
the Boeing X-48B. Additional applications/uses for turbofans 	 shroud then exits the flow diffuser 25. Tail cone 22, as best 
incorporating the embodiments defined herein include: Radio 	 seen in FIGS. 5 and 6, includes inlets 82 in the upper and 
Controlled (hobby) aircraft, Unmanned Aerial Vehicles 60 lower quadrants of the profile. 
(UAVs), Remotely Piloted Vehicles (RPV5), Drones and 	 The diffuser minimizes aerodynamic losses of the thrust 
potentially piloted aircraft. 	 flow by controlling the flow expansion aft of the stators 
The fan blisk 12 is shown in detail in FIGS. 3 and 4. For the 	 between the inner geometric profile of the nacelle and outer 
exemplary embodiment shown a 12.0 inch diameter blisk is 	 profile of the diffuser. Aft of the secondary air plenum, the 
employed. Multiple thrust blades 40 extend from an outer hub 65 secondary air continues to flow between the outer profile of 
42. An inner hub 44 supports an attachment flange 46 which 	 the engine and inner profile of the diffuser which provides an 
spans the inner hub as a web and incorporates a central bore 	 outer boundary for the secondary flow until the thrust flow is 
US 8,667,775 B1 
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expanded sufficiently for mixing with the secondary flow. At 	 a gear case shroud having an inlet concentric with the outer 
the end of the diffuser, the thrust and secondary flows are 	 hub carrying flow from the integral secondary flow 
combined to provide a single flow path as the air exits the 	 blades; 
nacelle. A portion of the combined flow is ingested into the 	 a flange in the inner hub, said flange and gear case shroud 
engine as inlet flow for combustion air through inlets 82 to the 5 forming a plenum for secondary air for cooling of compo-
engine core inlet 62. Tail cone 22 is closed or flattened in the 	 nents of the reverse flow turbine engine core; 
lateral quadrants 84 of the tail cone forward profile to reduce 	 an air diffuser extending from the gear case shroud wherein 
ingestion of hot exhaust gas from the horizontally oriented 	 at least a portion of said secondary air flows over an outer 
exhaust elbows 66. 	 profile of the engine core, and, 
Returning to FIG. 1, a dual concentric spinner having inner io 	 a tail cone having inlets positioned to receive exit flow from 
cap 90 and an outer toroidal cap 92 is attached to the inner and 	 the diffuser to provide inlet combustion air for the 
outer hubs 44, 42 of the fan blisk using attachment stubs 94, 	 reverse flow turbine engine. 
96 each having a bore 98 (as seen in FIGS. 3 and 4) to receive 	 2. The ducted fan of claim 1 wherein the reverse flow 
a securing fastener. Secondary airflow is drawn through the 	 turbine engine core includes a power shaft driven through a 
dual concentric spinner for flow entrainment by the integral 15 gear case and having a fan attachment shaft for the fan blisk. 
secondary flow blades. Inner spinner cap 90 may contribute to 	 3. The ducted fan of claim 2 wherein the gear case shroud 
the plenum volume for the gear case cooling air with flow 	 includes a plurality of interconnected base gores for stator 
through weight reduction apertures 50 as best seen in FIG. 4. 	 blades extending to the nacelle. 
A method for providing secondary airflow for a reverse 	 4. The ducted fan of claim 1 further comprising a concen- 
flow turbine engine and exemplary use of the secondary flow 20 tric spinner engaging the inner and outer hub for secondary air 
for the embodiment disclosed herein is outlined in FIG. 8. A 
	
flow. 
fan blisk is formed by machining nylon thrust blades inter- 	 5. The ducted fan of claim 2 further comprising: 
mediate an outer hub and a nacelle inner radius, step 802. 	 a pressure plate spaced from the gear case and engaging the 
Additional materials such as aluminum and manufacturing 	 flange in the fan blisk supported by the inner hub, said 
processes such as molding, diffusion bonding, super plastic 25 	 flange, shroud and gear case forming a plenum for cool- 
forming, autoclaving, selective laser sintering (SLS) or other 	 ing air for a cooling fan on the gear case. 
rapid prototyping technologies may be employed to manu- 	 6. The ducted fan of claim 5 wherein the flange includes 
facture the blisk to its outer mold line specifications. Second- 	 volume recesses and weight reduction apertures connecting 
ary flow blades are formed intermediate an inner hub and the 	 the plenum to an interior of the spinner for increased effective 
outer hub, step 804. The secondary flow blades may be so volume of the plenum. 
formed using alternative processes as previously described 
	
7. A reverse flow turbine ducted fan comprising: 
for the thrust blades. The attachment flange engaging the 	 a reverse flow turbine engine core including a power shaft 
inner hub may be additionally machined or otherwise formed 
	
driven through a gear case and having a fan attachment 
for relief volumes and weight reduction apertures, step 806. 	 shaft; 
For the embodiment shown, the fan blisk is mounted on a fan 35 	 a fan blisk attached to the fan attachment shaft and spaced 
shaft and spaced from an engine core by a pressure plate to 	 from the gear case by a pressure plate engaging a flange, 
form a plenum, step 808. A concentric spinner with inner cap 	 the fan blisk incorporating 
and outer toroidal cap is mounted to the inner and outer hubs 	 • set of thrust fan blades extending from an outer hub; 
respectively, step 810, to accelerate flow as it enters the sec- 	 • set of integral secondary flow blades extending inter- 
ondary flow blades. A secondary flow path, in the embodi-  40 	 mediate an inner hub and the outer hub, the flange 
ment shown, a gear case shroud, is provided for direction of 	 spanning the inner hub, said gear case and flange 
secondary flow, step 812. For the embodiment shown, the 	 forming a cooling air plenum; 
secondary flow is directed by the gear case shroud around a 	 a nacelle providing an outer flow duct for primary air flow 
gear case for cooling and airflow received into the plenum is 	 from the thrust fan blades; and, 
directed into the gear case by a cooling fan, step 814. A 45 	 a plurality of interconnected base gores for stator blades 
diffuser is provided for directing secondary flow exiting the 	 extending to the nacelle forming a gear case shroud 
gear case shroud, step 816, and mixing with thrust flow exit- 	 aligned with the outer hub and carrying secondary air 
ing the nacelle, step 818. A tail cone is provided having inlets 	 flow from the integral secondary flow blades; 
positioned to receive exit flow from the diffuser, step 820, to 	 an air diffuser extending from the gear case shroud wherein 
provide inlet combustion air for the reverse flow turbine 50 	 at least a portion of said secondary air flows over an outer 
engine, step 822. 	 profile of the engine core; 
Having now described various embodiments of the inven- 	 a tail cone having inlets positioned to receive exit flow from 
tion in detail as required by the patent statutes, those skilled in 	 the diffuser to provide inlet combustion air for the 
the art will recognize modifications and substitutions to the 	 reverse flow turbine engine; and, 
specific embodiments disclosed herein. Such modifications 55 	 a concentric spinner engaging the inner and outer hub for 
are within the scope and intent of the present invention as 	 secondary air flow. 
defined in the following claims. 	 8. A method for providing airflow from a ducted fan in a 
What is claimed is: 	 reverse flow turbine engine comprising: 
1. A ducted fan comprising: 	 forming thrust blades intermediate an outer hub and a 
• reverse flow turbine engine core; 	 60 	 nacelle inner radius in a fan blisk; 
• fan blisk driven by the engine core, the fan blisk incor- 	 forming secondary flow blades intermediate an inner hub 
porating 	 and the outer hub; 
• set of thrust fan blades extending from an outer hub; 	 mounting the fan blisk on a fan shaft spaced from an engine 
• set of integral secondary flow blades extending inter- 	 core by a pressure plate to form a plenum; and 
mediate an inner hub and the outer hub; 	 65 	 providing a nacelle for flow from the thrust blades; and, 
• nacelle providing an outer flow duct for the thrust fan 	 providing a secondary flow path for secondary air flow 
blades; and, 	 from the secondary flow blades for directing cooling air 
US 8,667,775 B1 
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to components of the turbine engine, said secondary 
flow path including an air diffuser extending from a gear 
case shroud; 
providing at least a portion of said secondary air flow over 
an outer profile of the engine core, and, 
positioning a tail cone having inlet s to receive exit flow 
from the diffuser to provide inlet combustion air for the 
reverse flow turbine engine. 
9. The method of claim 8 further comprising: 
forming an attachment flange engaging the inner hub 
including relief volumes and weight reduction aper-
tures. 
10. The method of claim 8 further comprising: 
mounting a concentric spinner with inner cap and outer 
toroidal cap to the inner and outer hubs respectively for 
entraining flow into the secondary flow blades. 
11. The method of claim 10 further comprising: 
directing secondary flow around a gear case for cooling; 
receiving secondary airflow into the plenum; and 
drawing secondary flow into the gear case by a cooling fan. 
12. A method to improve operation of a reverse flow turbine 
engine comprising: 
providing a fan blisk with primary air flow and secondary 
air flow; 
8 
routing primary flow from the blisk through a nacelle for 
thrust; 
routing secondary flow from the blisk through a plenum; 
employing airflow from the plenum for cooling a gear case 
5 	 of the reverse flow turbine engine; 
supporting the plenum as a gear case shroud with stators 
extending from the nacelle; 
flowing at least a portion of the secondary flow over an 
outer profile of the engine core through an air diffuser 
10 	
extending from the gear case shroud; and 
receiving exit flow from the diffuser through inlets in a tail 
cone for inlet combustion air for the reverse flow turbine 
engine. 
15 	 13. The method of claim 12 wherein providing a fan blisk 
with primary air flow and secondary air flow includes forming 
thrust flow blades on the blisk between an outer hub and the 
nacelle and forming secondary flow blades on the blisk 
between an inner and outer hub. 
20 	 14. The method of claim 13 further comprising providing a 
concentric spinner engaging the inner and outer hub for sec-
ondary air flow. 
